At any given moment the sky flows with a multitude of moving shapes, textures and immense depth from passing white clouds, to thunderous showers, to a hazy morning sunrise - this bold imagery is both captivating and awe inspiring. Inspired by these upward masterpieces, Textured Sky brings an organic atmosphere inside. Three SDN patterns and 20 colors are available in 50cm x 50cm squares and 25cm x 1m planks. Plus, a gorgeous high-luster yarn by Universal Fibers® found in each tile.
Rainmaker in Snow Malt RNM144-54-209. 50cm x 50cm tiles. Vertical ashlar. Stone LVT, Serpeggiante in SER144. Vertical ashlar.
Horizon Line in Stratus HRZ208-67. 25cm x 1m planks. Ashlar.

TEXTURED SKY FEATURES A HIGH-LUSTER YARN

Meticulously woven throughout each tile, Textured Sky features a gorgeous high-luster yarn by Universal Fibers®. This yarn showcases a brilliantly reflective look, creating a sophisticated, almost-glistening finish. Accentuating the Textured Sky collection as a whole, this yarn promises a refined and uniquely incandescent aesthetic.
Horizon Line in Monsoon HRZ218-52. 25cm x 1m planks. Vertical ashlar.

Cloud Canopy in Twilight CLD218-119. 50cm x 50cm tiles. Monolithic.
Cloud Canopy in Twilight CLD218-119. 25cm x 1m planks, Horizontal Ashlar.
Horizon Line in Dawn HR2208-211-122. 50cm x 50cm tiles. Monolithic.
Just as the clouds above drift and form new skyscapes every day, unique variation is also found in each color of Textured Sky. This color variation allows you to design unique flooring solutions every time you use it, so be sure to order more than one sample before you start creating. For the complete range of variation within each Textured Sky color, contact your representative for more information or visualize now at Millikenfloors.com.

NO TWO SKYSCAPES ARE EXACTLY THE SAME
COLOR LINE IN HORIZON LINE

HRZ208-211-122 DAWN
HRZ209-217 NIMBUS
HRZ208-211-93 HEAT WAVE
HRZ144-152 CIRRUS
HRZ208-59-122 SOLAR
HRZ208-67 STRATUS
HRZ208-59-27 THERMAL
HRZ218-67 ARCUS
HRZ2218-119 TWILIGHT
HRZ2218-118 CLOUDBURST
HRZ208-45-10 MIRAGE
HRZ218-27 NIGHTFALL
HRZ218-52 MONSOON
HRZ218-46 FIRST FROST
HRZ144-209 MORNING MIST
HRZ2209-73-138 SILVER LINING
HRZ144-54-209 SNOW MELT
HRZ144-54-6 FOREST FOG
HRZ2209-73-6 DAYBREAK
HRZ218-154 BLUE SKIES
HRZ144-54-6 FORREST FOG
HRZ2218-45-10 MIRAGE
HRZ2218-46-10 MIRAGE
Style Backed by Performance

Milliken Floor Covering offers products and expertise in all areas of your commercial spaces, including high-performance entryway systems, modular and broadloom carpet, luxury vinyl tile and milliCare®. Simplify your flooring projects by working with a trusted partner that lets you focus on enjoying the process of creating a great space.

The OBEX® brand of products offers highly effective, comprehensive modular entry solutions designed as a three-zone barrier system to prevent dirt and moisture from entering the building. Available in coordinated colors and patterns, OBEX entry products are engineered to increase the functionality of a building’s entrance without forsaking elements of design or aesthetic.

ENTRYWAY SYSTEMS

From natural looks of wood and stone to more modern textures and abstracts, Milliken’s collection of Luxury Vinyl Tile flooring creates new options for a commercial or hospitality interior. Our simple-to-search Color Reference system provides easy coordination of the LVT options to modular and broadloom carpets.

MODULAR CARPET AND BROADLOOM

Milliken’s broadloom and carpet tile incorporate the latest innovations in tufting and dyeing technology, achieving unique looks and excellent performance. All carpet tile products have cushion backing for an extended lifespan, as well as ergonomic and environmental benefits.

LUXURY VINYL TILE

milliCare takes care of your flooring and textiles off your to-do list, which means you can skip right to the part where you get to lean back, put your hands behind your head, and be a hero for keeping a beautifully cleaned space.

SUSTAINABILITY

Our products are backed by third-party certifications that are usually and sometimes not Milliken specific, behind our products in the areas of Fair Trade, etc. Voluntary Staining, etc. etc. Our commitment to Zero Waste to Landfill, etc. etc. starts with our products, and extends throughout our journey, from plant to product, product to consumer, and consumer to reclose, etc. etc. etc.

WARRANTY

Our products are backed by lifetime commercial warranties that are usually and sometimes not Milliken specific, behind our products in the areas of Face Fiber Wear, Staining/Soiling Resistance, etc. etc. etc. Our commitment to lifetime commercial warranties starts with our products, and extends throughout our journey, from plant to product, product to consumer, and consumer to reclose, etc. etc. etc.

STAINSMART

Milliken modular carpet incorporates a moisture mitigation system that captures and contains moisture from beneath the carpet’s cushion layer, allowing the carpet system to breathe. This unique moisture management system includes a vapor-permeable product that allows moisture to escape from the cushion layer and travels freely through the carpet backing. All modular carpet systems come with a lifetime warranty against adhesive breakdown due to moisture vapor emissions.

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

Milliken modular carpet incorporates a moisture mitigation system that captures and contains moisture from beneath the carpet’s cushion layer, allowing the carpet system to breathe. This unique moisture management system includes a vapor-permeable product that allows moisture to escape from the cushion layer and travels freely through the carpet backing. All modular carpet systems come with a lifetime warranty against adhesive breakdown due to moisture vapor emissions.

CUSHION BACKING

Our products are backed by third-party certifications that are usually and sometimes not Milliken specific, behind our products in the areas of Fair Trade, etc. Voluntary Staining, etc. etc. Our commitment to Zero Waste to Landfill, etc. etc. starts with our products, and extends throughout our journey, from plant to product, product to consumer, and consumer to reclose, etc. etc. etc.

SIT TO STAND

Avoid the hassle and expense of using anti-fatigue mats under sit-to-stand workstations. Milliken cushion backed carpet tiles have ergonomics built directly into the carpet tiles themselves.

TRACTIONBACK®

Our bio-based, high-friction coating keeps carpet tiles securely in place without additional adhesives, eliminating the need to prime or seal the floor and reducing installation time and costs.
TEXTURED SKY
Horizon Line / Rainmaker / Cloud Canopy

SUSTAINABLE FEATURES OF THIS PRODUCT

Textured Sky is manufactured with Comfort Plus® ES (Environmentally Sustainable) cushion backing, and is certified NSF-140 Gold with 39% pre-consumer recycled content by total product weight. With our optional Comfort Plus® ESP backing, Textured Sky carries an NSF-140 Platinum certification. All Milliken modular carpets carry Environmental Product Declarations and Health Product Declarations, which contribute to LEED certification. Additionally, Milliken modular carpets carry Declare® transparency labels and comply with the Red List Imperative of the Living Building Challenge™.

PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS
We invite you to explore MotionScape, a collection inspired by gradual progression and customized intensity. MotionScape’s three linear patterns can instantly enhance the depth and interest of Textured Sky’s more organic selections. Together these two collections create an intricately layered dynamic with seamless coordination.

Construction
Tufted, Textured Loop, Tip Shear

Tile Sizes
50 cm x 50 cm (19.7” x 19.7”)
25 cm x 1 m (9.85” x 39.4”)

Yarn Type
Universal Fibers® Solution-Dyed
Nylon Type 6, 6 and 6

Stain Repel & Resist / Soil Release
StainSmart®

Tufted Face Weight
28 oz/yd² (949 g/m²)

Finished Pile Height
Horizon Line: 0.16” (4.06 mm)
Rainmaker: 0.15” (3.81 mm)
Cloud Canopy: 0.16” (4.06 mm)

Finished Pile Thickness
Horizon Line: 0.15” (3.81 mm)
Rainmaker: 0.12” (3.05 mm)
Cloud Canopy: 0.12” (3.05 mm)

Average Density (Finished)
Horizon Line: 6,837
Rainmaker: 8,229
Cloud Canopy: 8,553

Standard Backing
PVC-Free Comfort Plus® ES Cushion
Available with TractionBack®

Texture Appearance Retention
Rating (TARR)
Severe Traffic End-Use Applications

Recommended Installation Method
MONOLITHIC
ASHLAR
ALL PLANK METHODS

Growing greener for over 100 years.
This product has a UL® Environment 3rd party verified Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). A copy of the EPD is available online at millikencarpet.com/epd and productguide.ulenvironment.com.

This cushion-back carpet tile product is covered by one or more patents, published applications and/or patents pending. Specifications are subject to normal manufacturing tolerances and may be changed without prior notice. Images in this brochure are approximate for color and pattern scale. Please use actual carpet samples to make your final selections.
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